
SIEMENS HEALTHINEERS - DIAGNOSTIC AND ONCOLOGY CT EQUIPMENT.

SIEMENS HEALTHINEERS - GENERAL RADIOGRAPHY EQUIPMENT.

Radiography is an everyday touchpoint between patients, referring physicians, and your institution. Their 
perception of you can enhance – or hinder – your success. Failure to offer digital imaging can harm your 
reputation and your ability to compete. That’s why we want to help you transform care delivery with an 
imaging fleet fitted to your needs.

Our answer for floor-mounted radiography is MULTIX Impact: High-end technology at an economical price 
to improve access to care. Its user-friendly imaging system, state-of-the-art detectors, and optimized 
imaging and post-processing help you improve both workforce productivity and clinical operations.

With MULTIX Impact, you can produce excellent images with ease and in a more personal way – for 
a positive impression on everyone involved. Motivated, confident employees create a better patient 
experience, making it easier to meet your patient satisfaction goals. And high quality diagnostic results 
delivered on time help you build trusted, long-term relationships with referring physicians.

PROVISTA CAPITAL 
IMAGING PROMOTION

The expenses that come with a CT scanner always pose a certain amount of risk, particularly to smaller 
institutions. In routine CT imaging, it is not just about providing answers to patients, but also about 
running a business.

We developed the SOMATOM® go.platform to help you achieve daily success.  As a member of this family, 
SOMATOM® go.Now comes with workflow and usability innovations that improve efficiency independent 
of the individual user’s level of experience. It delivers great results for routine scanning.  And a 
completely redesigned service model combined with an innovative workplace design helps reduce costs.

Whether you are looking to replace your previous system or just starting out in CT imaging, SOMATOM 
go.Now addresses your needs when it comes to routine operations. It makes high-quality care accessible 
and helps you run a successful CT business – allowing you to keep an eye on profitability and stay 
competitive.

Promotional Offer
Purchase a New go.Now CT or other quarterly promotions CT scanner under the Terms and Conditions 
of, and during the P3 2019 quarterly promotions.  Savings during the quarterly promotions on the NEW 
go.Now CT are estimated at $48,664 or greater, depending on the system and final quote configuration.  
Savings are based on the difference between the current contract tier price and the quarterly promotion 
system price.  Data on file.

Contract number: XR0323

Contract number: XR0384



SIEMENS HEALTHINEERS - ACUSON ULTRASOUND EQUIPMENT.

Higher patient volumes, larger patient sizes, limited diagnostic certainty.  In the face of these trending 
challenges, you need a reliable ultrasound system that can consistently deliver high-quality images 
across disease states – a system with optimized accessibility, expanded applications, and ease of use.

Created with these needs in mind, the ACUSON Juniper empowers you to image every patient, knowing 
you have the clinical information necessary for confident decision-making.  Small on the outside, yet big 
on the inside, the system is designed to adapt to your everyday clinical and workflow challenges.

When form and function meet, the result is the ACUSON Juniper, an ultrasound system that is smaller, 
more powerful, and capable of accommodating virtually all patients.

Promotional offer
Purchase a New ACUSON Juniper ultrasound system or other quarterly promotion ultrasound system 
under the Terms and Conditions of, and during the P3 2019 quarterly promotion.  Savings during 
the quarterly promotion on the ACUSON Juniper are estimated at $8,252 or greater, depending on 
the system and final quote configuration.  Savings are based on the difference between the current 
contract tier price and the quarterly promotion system price.  Data on file. 

SIEMENS HEALTHINEERS - MOBILE C-ARMS EQUIPMENT.

Increase the competitiveness and surgical versatility of your institution by introducing innovative 
imaging technologies into your OR – with Cios Fusion.  Equipped with our Full View FD technology and unique 
Retina Imaging Chain with IDEAL (Intelligent Dose Efficiency Algorithm) dose reduction, the mobile C-arm 
provides large, crystal-clear, distortion-free images at the right dose.  Showing even the smallest anatomical details 
in sharp quality, Cios Fusion can increase confidence in image interpretation and thus help you increase the quality 
of care.

Cios Fusion’s compact and lightweight design enables your staff to easily move the system wherever 
they need it.  They can even control it directly via a remote user interface from within the sterile field, resulting in 
increased precision and time savings.  In addition, by providing cutting-edge technologies for advanced surgical 
care, your institution can increase its attractiveness to both patients and staff.

Promotional offer
Purchase a New Cios Fusion C-arm system or other quarterly promotions C-arm system under the Terms and 
Conditions of, and during the P3 2019 quarterly promotions.  Savings during the quarterly promotions on the Cios 
Fusion are estimated at $11,552 or greater, depending on the system and final quote configuration.  Savings are 
based on the difference between the current contract tier price and the quarterly promotion system price.  Data on 
file. 

Contract number: XR0434

Contract number: XR0532

Promotional offer
Purchase a New MULTIX Impact radiography system or other quarterly promotion radiography system 
under the Terms and Conditions of, and during the P3 2019 quarterly promotion.  Savings during the 
quarterly promotion on the NEW MULTIX Impact are estimated at $31,198 or greater, depending on the 
system and final quote configuration.  Savings are based on the difference between the current contract 
Tier price and the quarterly promotion system price.  Data on file. 
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CONTACT INFO SIEMENS HEALTHINEERS

Name: Todd Betz

Title: Vice President, SCA

Phone: (713) 816-5955

Email: todd.betz@siemens-healthineers.com

REQUEST A QUOTE / QUOTATION INSTRUCTIONS: 
Contact Provista Sales at 888-538-4662


